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Go
for C.D.B.

The verb in three movements
Like the shifting of gears, effortless,
The slight push onward, slow-drug,

is the sentiment of high registers and careless love,
so high we forget.

To be: you and I, on what? The sentimental journey for sentimental reasons
in such a mood
the movement forgets, careless so far beyond the lyric, the hum of tears, sentimental
landscapes in the rearview mirror. We know the words. or

to move; miles and miles ahead, and it’s luxury I tell you, with the radio, oh love, oh love, 
oh careless love (Handy-William-Koenig, 2:44). I’m asking you.

The repetitions themselves are careless as lyrics are overcome by force momentarily,
by where the music goes careless

and fractures its own intentions, force yields force
yields movement yields
the need to be gone.

We are like this, yes? We rage towards
the end, except

the end is a verb, becomes movement, or light movement at the corner of the register,
bouncing back momentarily, upper and outest.
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Three Choruses
for Gato Barbieri

Sometimes when a man and a woman have sex and there is no possibility of 
a baby being made, they wonder if the speaking that they share will be made 
into movies. They wonder if their words mimic other people’s words or if the 
words are some product of their combustion or if they should blow through 
the spaces between the words in order to give a more rounded sound to the 
language. Some women are strange in that they want a lot of talking and a lot 
of listening. They want to hear their words in the next room on the movie 
screen; they want the sound to be continuous.

The man and woman recline because they are tired. They listen to the echoes 
that surround them, those created, those imitated, those names all blown out 
and crazy—the breath of them having risen, exploded, and returned with 
only traces of the tentative saliva to point the departing direction. The man 
and woman like this, want it in fact, in the way that they want fresh days with 
only slight routines to remind them that yesterday they also existed in these 
bodies.

There is strong music playing while the man and woman have sex. It is unclear 
whether the musician is watching the same screen they see, or filling it up 
with the scenes from other screens in other rooms, or if there is no musician 
and the music itself is how sex sounds. The man and woman’s bodies seem to 
hum and groan soundtracks of current movies and for movies yet unnamed.
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Dramatica Electronica
for Jonny Trunk

From distraction waking to sound angle monogamy or off-kilter fetish note, 
futurism ipnosi reflects global sound autonomies in right top corner, bare 
narrative edge. We play bossa of far-off strings and they make liquid lines to 
unrelated logics.

Dubbed modalities of commerce, then neutron suspense, feverish, or 
underwater life exposed. This can only be translated to be tensione senitmentale 
or “how is it that you dare to breathe when you are dead?” in documentary.

This is film music theory salotti mondani, ambient sublanguage; there is hope of 
future with the flesh of instruments. Let me show you our musicianship, this 
economy of bodies at work on lush background pronouns, on lesser film stock.

Evidence to the contrary, where banal becomes helical becomes surreal for 
mondo giovanile becomes futurismo ideology. This is how film music gets made 
cheap. This music becomes future perfect itself, all mood and aural, tones like 
catchphrases, the catch in the visual document. Ours is the library.

She and he are versions of other films; this is versioning. Instrumentation 
is visual cue, music facing east to extinguish dark spirit suddenly all inside, 
anonymity, the cost of sound. You’ve heard this music before in unrelated 
visual economies.

Sound is paranoid and fever vita all’aria aperta for many seconds then genre, then 
vernacular—suddenly—erotic space travel, life cycles, industrial innovation, 
hear the chord of playful machine, progressive hygiene technique, di un mondo 
sconosciuto, soft interlude of sound without language, the ways to live, then 
industria dolce, nature or education in sequence of no one in particular.

No commercial aspect, just dead filer anonymous, no musician to name, 
just KLM, Globevision to the south, Apollo sounds for mass televisions and 
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plankton education and banal solo listening as the picture fades and strings 
pull away across image, genus, technology to minor resolution.

The scene presses beyond banality of political economy; she is a flesh 
commercial until his dead machine moves off her in the quality of bent light 
on sudden xylophone frontiera. The sense in musical repetition is that we are 
faking language on all unremarkable screens.

Fish are stunned to the same rhythm; our hearts are transformed on cue in the 
nameless sound body. Even as it sounds beautiful to me. Even as the economist 
hears this volume swinging from below the diaphragm like lyric translation 
of coproduction, of mass.
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